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In many disciplines thesis is where professional self-examination is learned. Design Thesis, a big 
self-selected studio project demonstrating design artistry, avoids professional reflection. At FIT 
we have deliberately made thesis an examination of design practice and a demonstration of 
artistry. Focusing the thesis onto design practice instead of just practicing design the student 
learns to become part of design’s dialogue.  
 
This is achieved by using the work practices of design instead of those from academia. Design 
practice has been honed through centuries of innovating new realities. These traditions too, are 
constantly revising to meet new opportunity. To facilitate this renewal Design Thesis should 
introduce professional self-examination by using the design process to evolve design practice.  
 
This paper will demonstrate how to apply the design process to creating a thesis. I will also 
describe some methods I use: Peer-2-Peer Workshops, Merry-Go-Roundtable and Lab Groups. 
First I compare an academic thesis to a design thesis and argue why theory is important for 
doers. Then how studio traditions demonstrate that design is the best way to educate designers. 
 
What is thesis? 
The academic thesis is hard work. Completion proves mastery of a discipline by contributing 
ideas to its advancement. It’s hard, after massive amounts of learning, to arrange it with the world 
and make some sense. Then make an original observation and suggest an improvement. Add the 
personal pressure of knowing that thesis can be a launching pad. It’s a wonder more people don’t 
crack. 
 
This model of thesis comes from the academic, lecture-centered hierarchy that places the 
professor separate and far above the students. An ivory tower where teaching is unimportant and 
writing papers for unread journals is critical. This model of thesis has no commercial equivalent. 
This model of thesis does not fit into our tradition of studio learning inspired by actual work. 
 
Therefore a thesis in design is confusing for teachers and students alike. We want to do an 
original academic thesis paper first. Then create an applied design project that tests a thesis 
while demonstrating design artistry. The goal of artistry is universally understood if not 100% 
achieved. The academic thesis is barely understood and rarely achieved in design school. 
Academic style researching, reading and writing can be excruciating for design students. Writing 
is a second language to learning types attracted to design. Why do we have students learn 
academic protocols of limited value to design practice? Design students can gain the analytical 
benefits of the academic thesis if they use design to create it. 
 
Why is Theory Important to Doers? 
Industrial Design was forged out of the can do, individualist, capitalist, pragmatism. Common 
sense that thinks theory is for academics and other people who can’t do anything. But wait! 
Imagine looking at the work of doctors or lawyers and answering these questions…What do they 
do?  Why is it of value?  How could it be done better? Then maybe offer some “Food For 
Thought”.  Everybody does this all the time. We call it advice. When designers do it we call it 
Strategic Design and invoice for it. 
 
Theory is advice to ourselves. Theory is discussing self-consciously the what?, why?, when?, 
where?, and how?, we do what we do. It’s not a self-indulgent luxury. It’s necessary for survival. 
It’s the critical thinking everybody is talking about. Not magazine trends, or purely academic 
prose, but the kind of innovation that results from conversations between people who do things. 
New forms of practice are inspired by ideas, refined by conversations between talented people. 
The most remembered practitioners of design have always told us what we should learn, should 



do, and could be! A profession demands a robust theory of practice ever evolving through the 
robust conversation of practitioners.  
 
What is Studio? 
Others use design methods to educate their students. Engineers make national news doing what 
looks a lot like a studio project. Business majors mock-up businesses instead of just reading case 
studies. K-12 classes use design to contextualize abstract concepts like geometry. Education 
theorists call it collaborative learning, applied problem solving, or simulation but it all sounds like 
design studio to me.  
 
Architects brought the Atelier system to America in the 1800’s from Europe. Where the nature of 
architectural work affected the form of the work experience. Which then inspired the form of the 
education. Ateliers were student run studios, where proposals for competitions were designed. 
There was space for tables and equipment to render design concepts. There were places to pin-
up and review designs. The environment was simultaneously competitive and collaborative. The 
complexity of the projects made Architects and students collaborative by the necessity and 
competitively everyone thought their concept should be collaborated into reality. Working 
Architects from nearby offices acted as the studio Patrons. The Patron was a role model, master 
and sometimes peer when students helped out in the offices by day. The studio culture of today 
grew from these ateliers. 
 
Bauhaus masters and students escaped fascism to transform creative education all over the 
world. The first Bauhaus mandate was to train people to create prototypes for manufacture. 
Originally the Bauhaus Workshops were prototypes of a place to do work for the future. The 
Bauhaus, artists as Masters of Form and Craft Masters providing technical training, prototyped 
education for work that didn’t even have a name. Now it’s called design. When the Bauhaus 
closed the prototypes had been developed, tested and cross-fertilized with the other avant guarde 
ideas. Each variation had its champion who used the Bauhaus fame as their passport to safety. 
Spreading through out the design education world the concept of foundation and the idea of 
workshop/studio as an experimental laboratory.  
 
Today the digital technology is bringing another shift to this creative culture. Visitors from the 
atelier or Bauhaus past would find my sophomore studio familiar in many ways. The design 
process of inquiry provides the structure in the modern design studio-learning environment. The 
linear/cyclical hands-on thinking from discovery to solution hasn’t really changed. We still 
Iteratively prototype, test and refine until correct answers are self defined and discovered. Studio 
is still a collectively collaborative and individually competitive environment. The flipping between 
peer, teacher, role model and learner is still current and constant. The character of our education 
tradition is a core character trait of who we are as a profession.  
 
How?  
Using the technologies and traditions of our discipline just as we have countless times before to 
overcome challenges. We’ve always formed the ways we learn on the ways we practice. We can 
focus on our own traditions of innovation to transform the thesis experience into a design 
inspiration. Thesis is a creative product like a poem, a chair, or a game. Thesis is just another 
medium to deliver ideas to an audience. We can design a thesis just like we design a toaster. The 
thesis has a user just like a toaster. The users of a design thesis are the design community. 
Thesis is just another design problem with it’s own unique set of opportunities, limitations and 
funny name. The following will outline how I help students design a thesis.  
 
The project is broken up into small deliverables instead of presented as one big student-managed 
deliverable. Originally I did this as a compromise to time restrictions. Now I believe it is 
appropriate to give design students more structure regardless of the time available. Probably, this 
is their first experience with a project of this type and scope. This small bit structure allows 
students to focus more effort on developing their thesis and less learning formats. 
 



Discovery of Inspirational Opportunity 
Discovering a thesis topic is like the opportunity finding process a design entrepreneur uses. 
Not every opportunity is a good one. The entrepreneur must be inspired to generate the 
dedication required to fill the opportunity’s desire. Fulfilling the opportunity must have value to an 
audience. People that can provide tangible rewards like money or a cookie. The thesis student is 
an intellectual entrepreneur and the design community is their audience.  
 
Method: Thesis Seeds. The student must begin considering thesis subjects long before the thesis 
course begins. Extra-curricular preliminary work is always hard to coordinate. The program is 
intense and students are over extended from day one. My goal is to avoid adding stress but to 
ready their minds for thesis. A soft start works well introducing the idea of thesis early with easy 
demands. I visit them to introduce myself their first day in the program. I give the in-coming 
students a thesis heads-up including advice from the graduating class. The past students advice 
was “start early and/or pick a topic you can really love”. One student did add “Ask for more time 
immediately.” The last day of the first session I return as a guest crit. I close this visit by 
congratulating them on the great start. Then I suggest they create a home to store thesis 
inspirations they stumble upon.   
 
Method: Thinking Inside the Box. This is how I often begin brewing an idea. I give it a physical 
home. That home might be a cardboard box, a file drawer, or a tabletop that can remain 
undisturbed. I find it’s best if the home is visible, out of sight out of mind. The Box needs to hold a 
variety of shapes and sizes of cool, inspirational 2d-3d-4d stuff that might become a thesis. 
Sketchbooks work well as a portable thought container.  Recorded thoughts of design in words 
and pictures should be copied and put “Inside the Box”.  
 
Thesis Kick-Off Meeting 
This signifies the beginning of the transition from the discovery phase to the analysis phase. I ask 
the students to evaluate the inspirations gathered “Inside The Box”. Bring the best 3 represented 
by something visually. We discuss the inspirations and where they want to take them. How do the 
inspirations relate to design practice? Be prepared for lots of ideas for applied projects. Explain 
that we first want to look for better ways to design. Then decide what to design. Sometimes 
changing the word “design” for something else like “cook” helps. First learn better ways to apply 
spreads, and then decide to make peanut butter sandwiches. I hand out a Request For Proposal, 
the first deliverable, at the close of the kick-off. I require that they must have an approved 
proposal to start thesis class.   
 
Method: RFP Request For Proposal. This simple questionnaire is distributed at the Kick-off 
meeting to mark the moment thinking must begin to converge onto a specific subject of interest.  
What subject will you study and why are you interested? 
What are the major concepts around your subject of interest?  
What subject will you study and why are you interested? 
How do subject concepts interest the design community? 
Who are the key players and resources in this subject area? 
 
Method: TED Metaphor. Pretending the RFP is for a design conference presentation can help put 
this into perspective. Based on the inspirations “Inside the Box” think of titles for presentation. 
The titles should suggest ideas interesting enough for a 45-minute presentation. This process 
narrows research scope by defining subject, audience and goal while making the work familiar to 
the student. Presenting design to designers using pictures and personality is what design 
students do.  
 
Method: Goto the Library, Twice. Between the discovery and analysis phase is a good time to 
introduce the Research Library. This “Goto Resource” is like a Material Connection for ideas. I 
schedule two meetings with the research librarian. A capabilities tour after the kick-off meeting 
and a work session in the library our first day of class. This can be a shot of confidence as 
students discover how much is at their fingertips. When design students discover how much they 



can discover. Getting lost in the library can be a problem. Students will discover seductive 
resources that do not belong in this project. Make another, separate home for these inspirations 
and keep them safely “Inside The Box” until thesis is in the can. 
 
Subject Survey  
Subject Survey is like a designer’s state of the art search or a patent search. The goal is to find all 
that has been done so time isn’t wasted rewriting old news. This is not a book report. All the 
significant ideas related to their subject must be surveyed. This knowledge will allow focused 
efforts building on previous accomplishments. The Subject Survey is the second deliverable 
moving the student to the Definition Phase.  
 
Method: Lab Groups. I put the class into lab groups of 2 or 3 to provide much of the daily 
feedback. I match them by related topic areas, so sharing of sources can occur. I remix them 
every couple of days to manage energy levels and compatibility. There are personality clashes, 
but overall the room buzzes with productive activity. This feels more like studio than a writing 
class. The groups discuss each others work and I make my way around to join or redirect the 
conversations. I encourage focused depth over breadth and define their thesis to utilize FIT 
resources not MITs 
 
Peer 2 Peer Workshops 
The Writing Studio @ FIT vision goes beyond helping individual students with their writing 
projects. They aren’t academic tutors telling students what is wrong. They are studio of 
consultants working with students. They want to collaborate with entire studios to develop 
discipline specific critical thinking skills by using writing. Their field has been developing these 
ideas since the 70’s. Déjà Vu! The Writing Studios goals mirror my efforts to design a thesis.  
 
The Writing Studio is a group of consultants, expert in creating with writing. Designers build a 
project teams with graphics, interaction, or engineering experts all the time. It makes sense to 
bring a consultant expert in making meaning with writing onto the thesis team.  
 
The Writing Studio sent 3 consultants to Workshop our Subject Surveys. The students were 
responsible to provide copies and name 3 issues needing feedback. The consultants start by 
demonstrating the Workshop and give examples of effective feedback techniques. The writer 
reads their work aloud as the other students follow along making notes on their papers. This way 
the reader will often hear the problems first. The consultant and the lab group peers follow along 
taking notes so they can respond later. It’s not usually important to read the whole work. 
Reviewing key parts will provide enough feedback to move the work forward. Workshops are for 
90 minutes at the beginning of every session. Immersion in this technique and the thesis overall 
is a good thing at the beginning. It keeps energy up until the thesis reaches critical mass and can 
be student directed. After submission of the first draft consulting visits from the studio were less 
frequent. These Workshops would also offer specialized content like footnoting tips and on-line 
formatting resources. By this point the consultants can identify students needing more help and 
begin scheduling individual meetings. 
 
Thesis Statement 
What does the student think about design? What are they going to prove to us? Thesis 
Statements are just like the problem statements at the top of design briefs. The Thesis Statement 
is the definition phase of the thesis design process.   
 
Method: IF/THEN format is technique to boil everything down into forms that allow a concise 
statement to be composed. The thesis statement for this paper came together like this sort of… 
IF/ Design Thesis will use the design process to analyze and improve design practice. 
THEN/ Time is applied to design thinking instead of learning literary academic protocols.  
THEN/ Students will contribute to a dialogue of design that affects the evolution of practice. 
THEN/ Thesis will prepare leaders ready to design the practice of design. 



There should be variations of (IF) s and (THEN) s. Writing them all out allows trying different 
combinations until a compelling statement can be composed. Encourage focusing on the 
strongest most dramatic and combine them into a single declarative statement. The Thesis 
Statement of this paper is… (It was revised to the very end) 
 
Design Thesis should teach professional self-examination by using the design process to improve 
design practice. Then thesis validity is tested with an applied design project that demonstrates 
design talent. 
 
Thesis Evidence 
Why do you think this will work? This is the pitch. This is a question the student has answered in 
crits hundreds of times. It they can’t do this by now they will starve anyway.  
 
Method: Merry-Go-Roundtable. This is the writing equivalent to a studio walk-around review 
followed by group discussion. Put the class around one table. Then pass the day’s deliverables to 
the left, read and repeat until you have seen them all. Quickly the class and I have an idea of how 
everybody is doing. I keep a list of points to generate discussion after we are done reading. I 
direct comments to the class so it’s less personal for the student and less repetitive for me. They 
get to see some good examples and other things that build their confidence. This works a lot like 
a design studio pin-up without the pressure of students on stage.  
 
Thesis Testing 
How could the idea be proven right now? Testing the validity of ideas is a core competence of 
design. Idea testing isn’t as famous as scenario writing, sketching, storyboarding, rendering or 
prototyping. Which is strange because those are ways we test our ideas. The students need to 
design a way to prototype and objectively test their thesis full scale. A description and prediction 
of test results should be included.  
 
Method: Visualize Thesis. Thesis Design is visual, its thesis should reflect that visually. Students 
should use pictures to repeat and reinforce their words whenever possible. Storyboards can 
explain ideas, how to test it, and how it will be experienced. Try outlining in thumbnail sketches 
instead of the wordy outline style taught in grammar school. 
 
Thesis Argument  
This is where everything comes together. Thesis Statement  + Thesis Evidence + Thesis Testing. 
I was apprehensive to give format restriction beyond any the school or department required. I 
didn’t want to restrict any possible technique useful communicating the student’s intent. 
Experience the great teacher, has convinced me to change my position. I am requiring the 
Chicago Style handbook. 
 
Thesis Application Project  
The thesis can proceed now as the big comfy student selected studio project that demonstrates 
mastery of design talent. It’s natural for students to abandon idea work when the more familiar 
applied design work starts. I add one thing to the list of deliverables. A visual description of how 
the Thesis concept is applied and how these ideas affected the design.  
 
Conclusion 
That’s how I’m currently facilitating a design thesis that evaluates practice using the design 
process and applied methods. Time and iterative testing will tell if the practitioner dialogue will 
expand in breadth and quality. Other disciplines have long been interested in using design 
methods to educate their students. I don’t know why it took me so long see its value for my 
students.  The Design Process is the correct way to make a design thesis. Learning to design a 
thesis is the experience of learning to design the practice of design. We’ve used it to respond to 
change for others for years. Let’s use it to develop leaders who can design, design for a 
successful future. 
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